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SOFT POWER BEATS HARD DOLLARS

TREND 1

Stronger focus on soft power is boosting the role of incentive travel
Most important benefits to companies of incentive travel

A stronger focus on
soft power is boosting
the role of incentive
travel as a builder of
corporate culture and
engagement.

“Most important” and “Important” responses

Increased sales and/or profits for the company

80%

Improved engagement (employees or channel
partners)

74%

Increased individual productivity

71%

Better relationship-building between employees
and management
Improved retention (employees or channel
partners)

68%
67%

Better relationship-building among employees

64%

Enhanced customer satisfaction
Increased mindshare in competitive market

Soft-power

Driving corporate
profitability remains
important.

60%
49%

Enhanced ability to recruit new employees or
channel partners

39%

Enhanced training or knowledge

39%

Enhanced brand compliance

38%

B1: What are the most important benefits your company receives from its incentive travel programs?
Response base: Buyers, n=606
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Senior management considers not just ROI, but also soft-power effects
Most effective information to demonstrate value to senior
management
“Very effective” and “Effective” responses

Participant satisfaction or feedback

78%

Return on investment (ROI) information

68%

Return on objectives (ROO) information

65%

Participant stories

63%

Comparisons to competitor offerings
Legacy data, indicating senior management is
already vested in the program, and/or it is part of
company culture
Simple presentation of the benefits

Also show
effects
beyond ROI

Senior management
values program effects
on participants and
return on objectives, in
addition to measures
of ROI.

48%

44%

34%

B2. Which types of information are most effective at demonstrating the value of the incentive travel program to senior
management and other stakeholders at the corporations for whom you organize incentive travel programs?
Response base: Buyers, n=568
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Important impacts to workplace relations and company culture are valued
Most significant impacts, beyond impact to sponsor company
bottom line
“Most important” and “Important” responses

Impact on the sponsoring company in terms of
fostering workplace relations and enhancing
company culture

54%

Impact on the personal and professional
development of the qualifier

51%

Impact on the economy of the host destination

Impact on the quality of life of the qualifier

Impact on society as a whole as an agent of
positive change where travel promotes cultural
understanding, etc

The importance of
impacts to workplace
relations and company
culture stands out.

45%

Also the importance of
Soft-power the personal and
professional
development of the
qualifier, rises above
the more transactional
(“quality of life”).

26%

24%

B3. Beyond the impact of the incentive travel program on the sponsoring company’s bottom line, which additional
impacts of incentive travel are most significant?
Response base: Buyers, n=846
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SPENDING IS UP

TREND 2

Cost factors and discretionary improvements are driving increased spend per
person
Trends impacting spend per person over 2020 and 2021

Cost factors are the
most important drivers
of increases in
spending per person.

Net higher spending ("higher spending" responses minus "lower spending" responses)

Hotel cost

45%

Food and beverage cost

39%

Airfare cost

34%

Food and beverage quality or volume

21%

Destination

20%

Hotel quality or location

17%

Mix of participants

6%

AV production

1%

Use of cruise ship

1%

Inclusion or exclusion of spouse/partner

0%

Use of 'all-inclusive resort'

0%

Amenities cost

-1%

Hotel room upgrades

-6%

Amenities

-7%

Airfare class
Program length

-14%
-15%

Increased cost
for same
quality

Discretionary
improvements

Discretionary
reductions

G6. What are the most important trends impacting spending per person in your team’s incentive travel programs over
the next 2 years (2020 and 2021)?
Response base: Buyers, n=684
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Sponsors reporting
hotel costs as a factor
increasing costs
outnumbered those
citing hotel costs as a
factor decreasing
costs by 45 percentage
points.
Discretionary choices,
such as selecting
higher cost
destinations, are also
contributing to
increases.
Oxford Economics

Sellers compete by delivering a “one of a kind” experience
Actions by sellers to add value
Share of respondents, multiple selections permitted

Offering “one of a kind,” exclusive experiences

73%

Including more on-site staff or service elements for
the same price

36%

Partnering to provide more services from a single
source

35%

Offering annual rebates if multiple programs are
confirmed

34%

One of a kind

Offering flexible payment terms

To add value and win
business, sellers focus
on offering one of a
kind, exclusive
experiences.

32%

Offering financial incentives such as guaranteed
exchange rates
Not doing anything different at this time

For incentive travel to
be a true reward, it
needs to be unique.

21%

6%

G9. When competing for contracts for incentive travel programs occurring during the next 2 years (2020 and 2021),
what actions are your team taking to add value and win business? Select all that apply.
Response base: DMCs, DMOs, suppliers, n=991
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Suppliers strive to distinguish through service quality and creativity
Strongest supplier differentiator
Share of respondent answers

Service quality

39%

Creativity/innovation

24%

Price

18%

Reputation

Other

Service
quality and
creativity

In competing for
incentive travel
business, suppliers
recognize the
importance of
compelling
experiences, delivered
with seamless service
quality.

15%

5%

G10. What factor do you consider your strongest differentiator to win incentive travel program business?
Response base: Suppliers, n=343
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE A DMC?

TREND 3

DMC’s anticipate trend toward disintermediation will continue
DMC share of spend in destination
Mean of respondent answers

Currently (2019)

54%

DMC’s anticipate
buyers will
increasingly contract
directly with suppliers,
bypassing DMC’s as
intermediaries.

Disintermediation
In five years

45%

What percentage of the overall spend per person in the destination (transportation, hotel, off-site functions) do you
estimate is channeled through a DMC currently (2019)? How much will be channeled through a DMC in five years?
Response base: DMC's, n=546
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Planning context reflects positive factors, as well as challenges
Factors impacting plans for programs in 2020 and 2021
Net positive ("positive impact" responses minus "negative impact" responses)

Increased tendency to combine business and leisure

79%

An increased focus on the importance of company culture

72%

Increasing importance of CSR, sustainability and being "green"

69%

Internal stakeholder perceptions of the program

Soft power

Changes to programs offered by the company’s competitors
Financial outlook of the company

Public perceptions of incentive travel
National economy
Global economy

-35%

Government policies or other regulations

-46%

Air travel costs

-51%

Tightening of border security between countries

-59%

General threat of terrorism

-61%

Natural disasters
General marketplace uncertainty

-67%
-78%

Safety and
security
Uncertainty

Sector participants
referenced the focus
on company culture
and sustainability as
key positive factors
impacting programs
planned for 2020 and
2021.
Challenges around
safety, security and
marketplace
uncertainty were the
most important
negative factors.

G12. Which of the following factors are having the greatest positive and/or negative impact on your team’s plans for
incentive travel programs occurring over the next 2 years (2020 and 2021)?
Response base: Buyers, suppliers, DMC's, DMO's, n=1,502
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Experiencing the destination and group dining remain most important
Activities that are most important to a successful program
Share of respondents, multiple selections permitted

Group cultural or sightseeing experiences

52%

Group dining experiences

50%

Team-building activities

42%

Luxury travel experiences/”bucket list” inclusions

35%

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities

33%

Free time

25%

Multiple options aimed at smaller groups

22%

Meetings

18%

Business tours and field visits
Shopping experiences

Destination and
group dining

16%
3%

Meetings and
shopping

Incentive travel is
about going to a new
place, crossing a
barrier together,
experiencing a new
culture.
Experiencing the
destination and
building relationships
through meals remain
top rated items for
successful incentive
travel programs.

More so than meetings,
shopping or free time.

P1. What activities do you consider most important for a successful incentive travel program? Select up to three.
Response base: Buyers, suppliers, DMC's, DMO's, n=1,429
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Wellness and sustainability will gain prevalence, golf will recede further
Typical activities and inclusions
Share of respondents, multiple selections permitted. Net change is prevalence in next two years minus prevalence in past.

Program activities and inclusions

Typical in past
(2018 and 2019)

Typical in next
two years
(2020 and 2021)

Net change

Team-building or networking events

67%

59%

-8%

Learning and development elements uniquely
available in the destination

61%

61%

0%

Inclusion of spouse/partner in program

60%

59%

0%

Multiple, flexible activities from which individual or
small groups of qualifiers can select

53%

65%

11%

Activities that all participants are mandated or
expected to attend

51%

34%

-17%

Activities in support of a corporate social
49%
responsibility (CSR) or other sustainability objective

61%

12%

Activities promoting wellness (yoga, healthy options 41%
for meals)

64%

23%

Learning and development elements relevant to the 40%
business activity of the sponsor company

40%

0%

Golf or another competitive individual or team sport

26%

-11%

37%

Wellness,
sustainability and
flexible activities will
gain prevalence.
Golf and other
competitive sports will
recede further.

Mandated events and
team-building events
will become slightly
less common.
Wellness,
sustainability
and flexible
activities

P5. Which program activities and inclusions have been typical in past and current events? What is
expected to be typical in future events?
Response base: Buyers, suppliers DMC's, DMO's, n=1,412
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WHERE ON EARTH ARE WE GOING
WITH INCENTIVE TRAVEL?

TREND 3

Western Europe and Central America are the top long-haul destinations used
by North American buyers
Destinations used by North American buyers
Share of respondents indicating they used the destination frequently in 2019; net increase calculated as share of respondents
that planned to use the destination more frequently in the future, minus the share that planned to use it less frequently.

Destination

United States (including Hawaii)
Caribbean (including Puerto Rico)
Mexico
Western Europe
Canada
Central America (e.g., Costa Rica, Panama)
South America
Southeast Asia (e.g., Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam)
Northeast Asia (e.g., China, Japan)
Oceania (e.g., Australia, New Zealand)
Emerging Europe (e.g., Russia, Turkey, Poland)
South Asia (e.g., India)
Gulf States (e.g., Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Oman, Abu Dhabi)
Southern Africa (e.g., South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia)
North Africa (e.g., Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia)
Other Africa
Other Middle East
East Africa (e.g., Rwanda, Uganda, Tanzania)
West Africa (e.g., Togo, Ghana, Benin)

Used frequently this year
(2019)

76%
58%
56%
38%
36%
23%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%

Net increase
(plan to use more frequently
in 2020 and 2021 minus
plan to use less frequently)

29%
18%
18%
21%
16%
9%
5%
9%
5%
12%
1%
3%
-2%
2%
-2%
-2%
-3%
-3%
-2%

VD1. Which destinations did your team use or plan to use for incentive travel programs that are occurring this year (2019)?
VD2. Which destinations does your team plan to use for incentive travel programs occurring during the next 2 years (2020 and
2021), and how does that use compare to this year (2019)?
Response base: North American Buyers, n=323
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Western Europe and
Central America are the
top long-haul
destinations used by
North American
buyers.
North American buyers
showed favorable
interest in Oceania,
Southeast Asia, and
Central America, with a
net increase of
approximately 9-12%
more buyers expected
to make increased use
of those destinations
over the next two
years.
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